1:1 Social Entrepreneurial Event
The first in a three-part series of entrepreneurship personalized opportunity for faculty.

LIMITED
ONLY 12 slots
First Come; First Serve
RESERVE your spot now by emailing Marsha Carr carrm@uncw.edu for a reservation!

WHERE: Watson College of Education EB 387
WHEN: February 1st, 2018 at 5:00pm

Dr. Donna Degennaro, owner/operator of Unlocking Silent Histories, a not-for-profit, organization that works with indigenous tribes in South American to unlock histories through video/film.
Dr. Jeanne Persuit, Brand Identity and Artists.
Dr. Colleen Reilly, Center for Teaching Excellence
Dr. Shannon Silva, Film Studies
Dr. Marsha L. Carr, developer and owner of a Self-Mentoring registered trademark. Carr is only of a dozen faculty in contact with UNCW through the Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship.

Do you often want to align your research with opportunities in the field to yield a greater audience? Is your research entrepreneurial?
Are you interested in learning more about entrepreneurship opportunity at UNCW?

This opportunity is the first in a series of events for faculty who are interested in learning how to provide applied learning opportunity in their courses as well as support research interests. Meet faculty that incorporate their research into businesses...for profit and not-for-profit. These faculty have learned the art of combining both internal and external energies

SPONSORED by Applied Learning & Teaching Community and the Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship